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Partnering with National Gateworks gives you
the support of a company that knows gate manufacturing from every angle. We were designing,
selling, manufacturing and servicing gates and
automated gate systems for years before we
devoted all of our attention to gate fabrication
and automation equipment distribution.
National Gateworks encourages you to
compare our gate's features and workmanship,
as well as our service and delivery times with
anyone, regardless of price!
National Gateworks

is also a Master

Distributor for the finest gate automation and
access control products available. NGW offers
one stop shopping for all of your system needs,
and technical assistance from people that have
years of field service experience for both service
issues and choosing the right equipment for
your needs.

We'll help yo,u succeed!

3321 Central Ave. Bldg. 1 • Alturas, FL 33820
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Gatefabrication features
Custom built to your opening
Sized to your exact specifications. You give us
the exact size of your finished opening and we'll
do the rest. You get a gate that fits, every time.

Welded construction

1]1

The entire gate forms a single structural unit.
Our typical 12' wide x 6' high gate has 108
hidden weld points to survive the stresses that
only the strength of welding can handle.

Powder coated finish
Maintenance-free, environmentally friendly
finish. Available in a wide variety of colors.
Powder coating is the best choice for your
gates finish.

Concealed welds
The strength of welding, hidden in our design.
Let's face it, the only person that wants to see
welds is a welder. The clean lines of our hidden
weld design are the look for the future, now.
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Polytech hinge blocks are self lubricating. No

Superior quality hardware
Stainless steel hinge pins are one of the
strongest available and corrosion free. Our
Polytech hinge blocks are unequaled for quiet,
clean, never seizing performance.

Cast aluminum finials and rings

i
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We are constantly striving to build the highest
qual ity gates. The plastic alternatives are less
expensive but they just don't live up to our
standards for durability.

Powder coating is now the industry standard in finishing. Since there are no volatile chemicals used, and
the powder itself is not hazardous, it is environmentally friendly. With itls electrostatic application and
baked on curing process at over 400 degrees, the finish is extremely durable. The latest powders contain
UV inhibitors to provide consistent color and resistance against chalking or fading unequaled by most liquid finishing methods. With the completion of our in-house powder coating facility we will have complete
control over the thickness (4-6 mil) and consistency of finish application as well as the curing process. In
addition we have a sand blasting facility and chemical etching abilities to clean and prepare the aluminum
for the best adhesion of powder to aluminum obtainable. When all of the finish alternatives are explored,
powder coating is the obvious choice. Having the powder coating operation at our fabrication facility and
using the latest available technology, was the logical choice to ensure we consistently deliver to you, a finish on par with the finest finishes in the industry.
If you are comparing our aluminum gates to steel or iron gates, be sure that they feature "hot dipped galvanizing after fabrication" construction to attempt to ensure that 100% is protected from the corrosive
environment. Even if galvanized tubing is used for fabrication, every cut and weld removes the galvanized
coating and exposes bare metal to the environment. Welds themselves are by nature, porous and hard to
seal against corrosion. Any ferrous metals that are not hot dipped galvanized rely solely on the paint finish to provide protection against corrosion, and all of that is lost when the gate is scratched, whether it is
hot dipped galvanized or not. After years of seeing rust starting to show up on gates within weeks of installation and witnessing the reduced life of automation equipment due to the added weight of steel gates, we
decided to change to aluminum. The lighter weight aluminum gates greatly increase the life of hinges,
rollers and gate operators, especially in high volume applications such as gated communities. Rust is completely eliminated with aluminum as well.
3321 Central Ave. Bldg. 1 • Alturas, FL 33820
(863) 537-1322 • Fax (863) 537-1652
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Standard cfJesigns
Standard gate specifications
2" X 1"
2" x 1"
2" x 2"
2" x 2"

X
X
X
X

1/8"
1/8"
1/8"
1/8"

wall
wall
wall
wall

Channel top frame
Channel brace
Side frames
Channel bottom frame

1" x 1" by .070 wall pickets
Integrally welded Polytech hinges
Cast aluminum finials
4 horizontal re-enforcing channels

COVENTRY

TRADITIONAL

ESTATE

ROYAL ARCH

MEDITERRANEAN SERIES
Features include spears over top rail and decorative rings at the base

REGAL SERIES
Features include a plain top rail treatment and decorative rings at the base.

~

GEORGIAN SERIES
Features include a plain top rail treatment and no decorative rings at the base.

--
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~
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Swing gates

The most important part of a swing gate is the hinge. Our swing gates
are built with the most innovative hinges in the industry. Our exclusive
Polytech hinge block is self-lubricating. The adjustable hinges make
fitting our gates to unusual openings a breeze and are available in post
or column mount. We also build walk gates in all styles and can
fabricate to accommodate almost every application. We can provide
the locking and hinge hardware or make it to fit yours.
Enclosed track Cantilever gates

This type of suspension system because is offered because of it's
protective design, reliability and attractive look. The truck and trolley
system is enclosed so the roller bearings are protected. We offer
gates built to the UL325 standard to keep up with the latest industry
requirements. We will also build slide gates for you to install your
own "V" track and roller hardware on, if desired.
Oversized

Gates

Our standard prices apply to gates for openings up to 20 ft wide and 7 ft tall. We recommend
that single swing gates be kept under 15 ft in length, if they are to be automated. Dual swing
gates should be use in applications over 15 ft. We can custom build to almost any specifications.

(Please call to discuss your unique, your oversized needs.)

3321 Central Ave. Bldg. 1 • Alturas, FL 33820
(863) 537-1322 • Fax (863) 537-1652
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Custom designs
With our in-house CAD department, if you can dream it, we can
design and build it! We can take your provided architect designs,
blueprints or faxes of sketched drawings and give you quotes to
build to their specifications. We can also give you suggestions to
provide your customers with a similar looking design that is value
engineered to achieve the same look at a reduced cost.

3321 Central Ave. Bldg. 1 • Alturas, FL 33820
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CPedestals and custom accessory items

At National Gateworks we can provide aluminum mounting pedestals for any products that you
need. Shown above are mounting pedestals we have made specifically for a few of our most
popular automation and access control products. Since we are the factory, we welcome requests
for custom application items. Our staff of experienced professionals can solve almost any
special needs you may have.

With our fabrication abilities and a close relationship with our customers we are able to
produce new products that address real needs such as installer friendly, rust-free aluminum
equipment mounting pedestals. We regularly collaborate with our customers to build custom
items to suit their specific needs. Since we are all in the same industry we are able to share this
knowledge base with all of our customers. As a result our accessories line is continually
expanding to bring you items that are NGW exclusives.
3321 Central Ave. Bldg. 1 • Alturas, FL 33820
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At NGW we know that many times the ability to provide the automation package can be the difference
between winning or losing that big gate or fence job. We also know that automation equipment is
something that many dealers stay away from because they are not familiar with the system designs and
installation. National Gateworks has designed pre-packaged residential gate systems that have all of the
details taken care of. If you can install a hinge post and a gate we can walk you through the rest.
All of the tricky stuff is done for you. The mounting hardware for the operator is installed,
most of the wiring is done and there are clear, easy to follow drawings for the rest, as well as telephone
support for any questions you may have in the field or in the design/bid stages. Our designers and
technical support staff have literally decades of field experience in systems design,
installation and service. This experience is at your service with NGW.

~sidential COll1lnUnities
1

At NGW we know how the increased popularity of gated communities has opened a whole new market
for many of our customers. Once again we have the power of a staff of professionals that has spent
several decades designing, selling, installing and servicing gates and automated gate systems. Let us put
that knowledge and experience to work for you. We have designed package systems for residential
communities that take much of the work out of system design and installation. These systems require a
little more knowledge and ability than the single family home systems, but we are still there to help!
These systems have been thought out and engineered for easier and more affordable installation than our
heavy duty full featured systems. They will handle all but the largest gated community applications.
3321 Central Ave. Bldg. 1 • Alturas, FL 33820
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The staff at NCW distribution have been serving customers in South and
Central Florida for over 10 years. While operating the Florida branch of
Automatic Cate and Equipment Supply, one of the largest and oldest Master
Distributors in the nation, they learned what it takes to meet and exceed your
needs as a dealer in the automated gate installation and service industry.
By becoming a part of National Cateworks we now have a true one stop
shopping source for your gates and gate automation needs
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